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System Description

The CU-MDR Demo [3] is a web based application that
allows the user to query a database of automatically generated transcripts of radio broadcasts that are available
on-line. The system downloads the audio track of British
and American news broadcasts from the Internet once a
day and adds them to its archive. The audio, which
comes in RealAudio format, is first converted into standard uncompressed format from which a transcription
is produced using our large vocabulary broadcast news
recognition engine. This yields a collection of text and
audio documents which can be searched by the user.
The recogniser is similar to the system running in 10
times real time described in [2]. This system gives a
word error rate of 15.9% on the 1998 Hub4 broadcast
news evaluation data. On the Internet audio used here
the run-time is increased due to reduced audio quality
but the general level of transcription accuracy remains
high at approximately 20% word error rate on NPR data.
The information retrieval engine used in the CU-MDR
demo is the benchmark system described in [1]. A windowing/recombination system is used for audio data for
which story boundary information is not available. Semantic posets are not automatically applied in searching.
Instead they are exploited to suggest new words to the
user for addition to the original query. Interactive relevance feedback is also available. This allows the user to
mark the documents that contain relevant information
and have the system suggest additional query words that
distinguish those from the non-relevant documents.
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User Interface

The user can either query the audio/text database interactively, submitting a request by typing a query into
the search field or he/she can specify a set of standing
queries that represent his/her long-term interests. The
retrieval engine is run on these queries only on login. If

the retriever finds a document that matches one of these
queries and which has not been seen by the user before,
the query is highlighted. This feature effectively allows
the user to filter the incoming broadcasts.

Figure 1: MDR demo interface
Once the retriever has returned the results for a particular search, a list of extracts from the returned text
documents is created with the query words highlighted.
Each extract is supposed to represent that part of the
broadcast document that is most relevant to the query.
The user can listen to the part of the sound source that
corresponds to the extract. The whole automatic transcript can be accessed on a separate web page where the
user can listen to selected parts of the transcription by
highlighting them.
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